
Bringing live concerts and 
performances onto every 
screen worldwide with Caton 
Live Stage

Caton Live Stage

Generate new revenue stream while 
maximising existing capital investment1

Grow and engage a wider target audience 
beyond movie lovers with interactive content2

Gain immediate access to performances by 
premier artists and world-renowned concerts3

Enjoy the flexibility, scalability and ease of 
deployment via IP transmission4

Screen live performances in superior quality 
in HD, 4K or 8K with 7.1 audio for the best 
entertainment experience

5
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One set of 
decoders serving 
the entire cinema
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Caton Live Stage

Caton Live Stage is used by leading event and concert organisers to stream immersive live 
performances to millions of fans worldwide.

Proven success performances

In conjunction with partners like Live Viewing Japan, Avex and Trafalgar, Caton Technology’s proven broadcast 
solutions have ensured the successful delivery of the following performances in 2022, helping event 
organisers and venues achieve significant sales at the box office. 

Seventeen
Houston, USA

Westlife
London, UK

Liyah Bey
Los Angeles, USA

BTS
Seoul, Korea

Takarazuka 宝塚
Tokyo, Japan

Fantasy on Ice
Tokyo, Japan

Bamberg Symphony
Bamberg, Germany

Hana Kuk
Hong Kong

Zombie Land Saga
Chiba, Japan

Terms and Conditions apply. 



Customer Testimonials

Caton Live Stage membership privileges: 

Speak to Caton today! 
Visit catontechnology.com/en/contact

Terms and Conditions apply. 

Caton Live Stage

We are delivering powerful live viewing performances to the world and have been looking to replace our satellite and 

dedicated fibre transmissions for UHD and HD live concerts.  CatonNet managed network services was selected to 

connect our playout in Japan to multiple operators in each country.  Our content providers and rights holders expect the 

highest quality and experience.  Caton has exceeded in all aspects and have become a trusted partner for our business…

SATO SADANORI 
President, Japan Content Distributor

Providing timely delivery onto the social media networks audiences use is a central part of that drive… 

On match days, they delivered exactly what they promised.

MATT KONTOS
Head of Global Soccer Properties, Relevent Sports Group 

Managing Director, International Champions Cup (ICC)

Caton Live Stage is going to be a game changer for the music and entertainment industry. The ability for the artists to 

stream their music and live performances, regardless of where they are, to millions of fans worldwide, in the highest 

audio and visual quality, into movie theatres, homes and stadiums, is simply remarkable and amazing! Something that no 

one has been able to do until now.

MARK BEYCHOK 
Chairman of Monogram Media Entertainment Inc.

Immediate access to performances by premier artists and world-renowned concerts

Content transmission, equipment and technology platform

24/7 Service Hotline


